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This document is the result of the discussions with various people and in particular: Jean-
Philippe Baud (CERN), Philippe Charpentier (CERN), Gerri Ganis (CERN), Remi 
Mollon (CERN). 
 
 

1. Usage Patterns 
 
Experiments access their data through ROOT. The usage patterns identified are the 
following: 
 
Case 1 

1. The Logical File Name (LFN) specified by the user is checked against the 
experiment File Catalogue (usually LFC) to find out the correspondent 
SURL: srm://<host>[:<port>]/<vo-specific path>/file. 

2. The SURL is then passed to the lcg-gt to obtain the TURL associated to 
the protocol the user has specified: 

Lcg-gr <SURL> <protocol> 
3. The obtained TURL can be passed directly to ROOT to handle the file: 

root [0] TFile *f = TFile::Open("<TURL>”) 
4. Or it can be used in conjunction with GFAL within ROOT: 

root [0] TFile *f = TFile::Open("gfal:<TURL>”) 
 

Case 2 
5. The Logical File Name (LFN) specified by the user is checked against the 

experiment File Catalogue to find out the correspondent TURL associated 
to the protocol specified by the user: rfio:/[/[<host>][:<port>]]/[/]<vo-
specific path>/file. 

6. The obtained TURL can be passed directly to ROOT to handle the file: 
root [0] TFile *f = TFile::Open("<TURL>”) 

7. Or it can be used in conjunction with GFAL within ROOT: 
root [0] TFile *f = TFile::Open("gfal:<TURL>”) 
 

The usage cases presented and the ROOT modules involved are depicted in Fig.1 and 
Fig.2. 
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Figure 1 : From LFN to TURL 

 
 
 

 
Figure 2 : ROOT and RFIO/GFAL plugins 
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2. The problem 
 
Both DPM and CASTOR provide access to data via the rfio protocol. At the moment 
there are 2 libraries that provide rfio access to data: libdpm.so and libshift.so.  
There are various problems with these 2 libraries and their usage from ROOT and GFAL: 
 

• The 2 libraries expose the same symbols. Therefore, they cannot be loaded (in 
global space) by the same process at the same time. 

• libdpm.so offers secure rfio access via GSI while libshift.so relies on unix IDs. In 
particular, libdpm.so loads on demand the Globus GSI libraries. 

• It is possible to access castor files via libshift.so but not DPM files. For the latest, 
libdpm.so must be used. In fact, even though the file access protocol offered by 
the 2 libraries is the same, the implementation differs since dpm or castor specific 
interfaces are used.  

• At the moment there is no way to discover dynamically if the file the application 
needs to access is in CASTOR or in DPM. 

• "TURLs" accepted by the 2 libraries can have different formats. 
• At the moment the libRFIO.so ROOT plugin is linked against libshift.so, making 

impossible to access DPM files via ROOT through the rfio protocol (unless 
symbolic links are used and the LD_LIBRARY_PATH environmental variable is 
modified to list first the symbolic link pointing to the correct library). 

 
 

3. Proposals 
 
In order to allow both DPM ad CASTOR files to be accessible via ROOT and the rfio 
protocol different solutions can be adopted: 
 
Solution 1 
 

1a)  Introduce the new protocol rfiodpm supported by DPM storage servers only. 
Change therefore the DPM servers to return dpmrfio TURLS. 

1b) Change gfal to behave as it does currently if rfio is used. Load instead the 
libdpm.so library if rfiodpm is used. 

1c) Make sure that lcg-gt returns the correct TURLs for the rfiodpm protocol. 
1d) Change to ROOT rfio plugin to accept rfiodpm protocol. 
1e) Encourage the usage of GFAL through ROOT to access castor or dpm files via 

rfio. In this case the ROOT rfio plugin does not need to be modified immediately. 
 
Issues/advantages with solution 1 
 

1i1. This solution is not backward compatible. 
1i2. It implies changes in DPM server, lcg-utils and gfal clients. Therefore, even 

a deployment made by the application area for the new clients, cannot 
guarantee smooth operations. 
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1i3. Because of the changes involved and the certification process, it might take 
6 weeks to have it in production. 

1i4. It can only work if the new versions of all these components are deployed at 
the same time. 

1i5. It might break functionality for VOs other than LHC. 
 
Solution 2 
 

2a)  Introduce the new protocol newrfio only at lcg-utils and GFAL (clients) level. 
When lcg-gt is invoked as following: 

               lcg-gt SURL newrfio 
           It checks if the SURL refers to castor or DPM through either a hack  
           (if CASTOR, /castor is in the PFN) or through a proper query (if SRM  
           v2, srmPing returns type). 
           If castor the turl returned is rfio://..., if DPM the TURL is rfiodpm://... 

2b) Change gfal to behave as it does currently if rfio is used. Load instead the 
libdpm.so library if rfiodpm is used. 

2c)  Change to ROOT rfio plugin to accept rfiodpm protocol. 
2d)  Encourage the usage of GFAL through ROOT to access castor or dpm files via 

rfio. In this case the ROOT rfio plugin does not need to be modified immediately. 
 
Issues/advantages with solution 2 
 

2i1. This solution is not backward compatible. 
2i2. The new version of lcg-utils and gfal should be deployed at the same time. This 

is OK since lcg-utils depends on GFAL. A deployment by the application area 
could be appropriate. 

2i3. This solution implies a cleanup of the code once a proper common libshift is in 
place. 

 
Solution 3 
 

3a)  GFAL uses the following logic to load libshift.so or libdpm.so: it checks the 
value of the environmental variable LCG_RFIO_TYPE. If the value is dpm, then 
libdpm.so is loaded. If the value is castor or the env is unset and libshift.so is 
found than libshift.so is loaded. In all other cases, libdpm.so is loaded. Therefore, 
through the environmental variable LCG_RFIO_TYPE the user can control the 
loading of the correct library. 

3b) Therefore, either LCG enforces the correct setting of the env, or the client code 
can parse the SURL and if /castor is found, the env is set to castor, otherwise it is 
set to dpm, before invoking GFAL. 

3c)  Encourage the usage of GFAL through ROOT to access castor or dpm files via 
rfio. 

3d) The rfio ROOT plugin can use the same logic to load either library. 
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Issues/advantages with solution 3 
           

3i1. This solution is backward compatible and is available immediately. 
3i2. No changes are required in client or server middleware. 
3i3. Environmental variables are not thread-safe. 
3i4. Applications are required to either find out themselves the type of the system 

behind the SURL or rely on sites setting up the right value for the env 
LCG_RFIO_TYPE. 

 
Solution 4 
 

5a)  GFAL uses the following logic to load libshift.so or libdpm.so: it checks the 
value of the environmental variable LCG_RFIO_TYPE. If the value is dpm, then 
libdpm.so is loaded. If the value is castor or the env is unset and libshift.so is 
found than libshift.so is loaded. In all other cases, libdpm.so is loaded. 

5b) Therefore, LCG can enforce sites not to install libshift.so if not needed. 
5c)  Encourage the usage of GFAL through ROOT to access castor or dpm files via 

rfio. 
5d) The rfio ROOT plugin can use the same logic to load either library. 

 
Issues/advantages with solution 4 
 

4i1. This solution is backward compatible and is available immediately. 
4i2. No changes are required in client or server middleware. 
4i3. Sites should be properly configured. 
4i4. Applications are required to rely on sites being correctly configured. 

 
  Solution 5 
 

5a)  Change the DPM server to return TURLs of the form: 
rfio://…?rfiotype=dpm 

5b) Change GFAL to properly handle the TURL above triggering the load of the 
appropriate library 

5c)  Encourage the usage of GFAL through ROOT to access castor or dpm files via 
rfio. 

5d) The rfio ROOT plugin can use the same logic to load either library. 
 
Issues/advantages with solution 5 
 

5i1. This solution is backward compatible.  
5i2. Changes are required in the GFAL client and DPM server middleware. 
5i3. Likely to be available in not less than 6 weeks. 
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4. Accessing CASTOR and DPM files from the same process 
 
In order for this to be possible we recommend changing GFAL to perform a dlclose when 
the file is closed (this can be an expensive operation, however). This would allow to 
access sequentially both castor and dpm files using GFAL and the rfio protocol. Another 
possibility is to load the correspondent plugins in local space (dlopen mode 
RTLD_LOCAL). This would allow to access at the same time both castor and dpm files 
via rfio using the RFIO module for castor and the GFAL module for DPM files. At the 
same time, also the RFIO ROOT plugin should be changed not to link explicitly against 
libshift.so. 
 
      

5. Recommendations 
 
After speaking with many people in Grid operations and deployment, we recommend 
solutions 3/4 (short-term) and 5 (medium-term). 
 

6. Tests 
 
In the mean time tests should be performed in order to discover open issues not covered 
by this document. In particular the following issues should be investigated: 

• TURL format 
• Library dependencies 
• Bugs 
• ?? 
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